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INTERSECTORAL TERMS OF TRADE AND MARKETED SURPLUS 
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, 1951-52 TO 1965-66 

R. Thamaraj-akshi * 

This study estimates and analyses the terms of 
trade between the agricultural and the non-agricultural 
sectors of the Indian economy during the period 1951-52 to· 
1965-66. The analysis has been carried out in relation to 
the marketed surplus of agricultural products in general. 
The pattern of intersectoral purchases has also been examined. 
On the basis of this analysis, some inferences are drawn re
garding the contribution of the agricultural sector to 
economic development as also its participation in the deve
lopmental benefits. 

II 

In this paper, the agricultural sector includes crop 
and animal husbandry; and all that is not agricultural in 
that context is termed the non-agricultural sector. "While 
the net harter terms of trade between the sectors are derived 
as a ratio of the ~x~ort-import £rices (i.e., the ratio of 
prices received hy agriculture to the p~ices paid by agri
culture), the income terms of trade are the result of corre
cting the commodity terms of trade for changes in the volume 
of 'exports' (i.e., in the volume of the surplus marketed by 

the agricultural sector to the domestic non"agricultural 
sector). 

Products are exchanged 
mediate and final consumption. 
presented by a composite index 

between the sectors for inter
"Export" prices could be r e-, 

of prices of all agricultural 

* Extract.Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. IV, No.26, 
Review of Agriculture, June 28, 1969. _ ~~ 

~~h~~ 
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products purchased by the non-agrtcultural sector for 
intermediate and final consumption. Similarly, "import" 
prices could be indicated by a composite index of prices 
of all non-agricultural products purchased by the agricul-
tural sector for intermediate and final uses. 
time-series of the prices of these individual 
to be noted for the period 1951-52 to 1965-66 

Thus, the 
products have 

and the value 
of the intersectoral purchases of the relevant commodities 
estimated for the base year, in order to be used as •weights' 
in the construction of the composite indices of the prices 
of the basket of goods purchased by ea?h sector from . the 
other sector. For ·purposes of the construction of these 
c~mposite price indices, the year 1~60-61, being a recent one, 
would be reckoned as the base year. It is also proposed to 
estimate the value, at constant prices, of intersectoral 
purchases at two points of time i.e., 1951-52 and 1960-61 
in order to examine the direction and magnitude of change in 
the intersectoral seepage of wants. Further, with a view to 
constructing the income t erms of trade between these sectors, 
it is necessary to estimate the time-series of the values, 
at constant prices, of the marketed surplus of the agricul
tural sector to the domestic non-agricultural sector during 
1951-52 to 1965 .. 66. 

~III 

ESTIMATES OF MARKETED SURPLUS OF AGRISULTTJRE, 
1~5l"g2 !§ 1965-66 

... _ .. (1) Marketed SurpJ.us of Agricultural Products to Non-Agri
culture - For Final Use 

·· · , •• t • • : ··- · 
.A.VALUE AT CURRENT-PBICES 

- ' 

At any point of time, the "ex-post" or realised 
demand of the non-agricultural sector for agricultural pro
ducte (net of imports), can be taken .to be the "effective 

/ 
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supply" ' or the marketed surplus of the domestic agricultural 
sector~ This fact has been made use of in the estimation 
of the value of purchases for final use by non-agriculture 
from agriculture. 

The time-series of estimates of marketed surplus of 
agricultural products to non-agriculture for final use have 
been derived by combining the national income data published 
by the Central Statistical Organisation2 (CSO) with the con
sumer expenditure data published by the National Sample 
Survey3 ( NSS) • 

The following are the major steps involved in the 
estimation. 

(a) From the national income data published by the cso, the 
time-series 9f values of consumer expenditure at current 
prices have been obtained using the following national 
accounting relationships. i.e. 

where 

(yf - Yg) +Yr+ Ym+ Yt + Yk ~ Yp 

y - t - u - sh= e . p p 

Yr= net domesti"c produot at factor cost 

• • • 

. . . 

y c income from domestic product accruing to 
g government 

y = national debt interest r 
= earned ineome from abroad 
= transfer payments 
= net ~rivate donations from abroad 
= private income 

(1) 

(11) 

= direct taxes including corporation tax 
= undistributed profits of the corporate sector 

!n = savings or the household sector 
8, = private consumer expenditure 
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(b) The NSS has so far published reports _on stxtee~ 
rounds of survey of consumer expenditure. One could re
combine4 these rounds er survey to represent the financial 
years 1951-52 to 1966-67. 

The NSS gives the pattel']µ~ of consumer expenditure 
in rupees per person for a period of thirty days by twelve 
m?jor categories5 of consumption and by monthly per capita 
expenditure classes, separately for rural and urban areas. ) 
For purposes of our study, the items foodgrains (or cereal 
and cereal substitutes), milk and milk products, meat, e~~ and 
fish and other food are included under agricultural products, 
while the rest of the items constitute the non-agricultural 
products. 

(c) It is then assumed that (i) the pattern of consumer 
expenditure observed by the NSS in the rural areas is repre
sentative of that obtaining in the agricultural sector ·and in 
the less organised sub-sectors of the non-agricultural sector, 
(viz., forestry, fishery, small enterprises and construction) 
and (ii) the pattern observed by the NSS in the urban areas 
' . 
is true of the rest of the non-agricultural sector (i.e., 
constituted by the sub-sectors mining and quarrying, factory 
establishments, services, etc.)? 

(d) In order to blow up the NSS estimates of per capita 
consumer expenditure in the agricultural and the non-agricul
tural seotors, the estimates of population by the sectors 
agriculture, organised sub-sectors of non-agriculture and less 
organised sub-sectors of non-agriculture have been derived. 7 

Using these sectoral estimates of . population and the 
estimates of per capita expenditure in the different sectors 
on the agricultural and non-agricultural products and assuming, 
as already mentioned, that the rural pattern of consumer ex
penditure applies to both the agricultural sector and the less 
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organised sub-sectors of the non~agricultural sector anQ 
~ ' . , . . 

J 'J '.) uv 

that the urban pattern refers to the rest of the non-agri-
\J 

cultural sector, the value, at current prices, of the total 
expenditure of the economy and of the entire non-agricultural 
sector on agricultural products had been calculated for 
each of the years 1951-52 to 1965-66. 

(e) The time-series of the percentage (thus calculated 
from the NSS data) of expenditure on agricultural products by 
the non-agricultural sector to the economy's total consumer 
expenditure have been applied to the estimate of private 
consumer expenditure in the respective years. This resulted 
in the final and corrected estimates of the ·value, at current 
prices, of the eXpenditure of the non-agricultural sector on 
agriculturalo-sn.sumption products in each of the years 1951-52 
to 1965-66. However, these are gross of imports(from other 
countries) of agricultural products purchas ed by the economy 
for final use. The value of imports8 of the economy of cereals, 
fruits and vegetables (which are the agricultural products 
imported for final use) have been assumed to h ave been pur
chased and used solely by the non-agric~ltural sector and 
hence deducted from that sector's total expenditure on agri
cultural products.~ This yields us the estimates, at current 
prices, of the non-agricultural sector's purchases~or nhe 
domestiBally produced agricultural products for final consum
ption. In the ex-post sense, these estimates would be taken 
to represent the value at current prices of the marketed 
surplus of agricultural products to the domestic non-agricul
tural sector, for final use. 

B. VALUE AT CONSTANT (1960~61) PRICES 

Further, the time-series of the value of the maTketed 
su~~lll,&rof ag~ioultural products for final use have been 
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deflated· with the composite index number of wholesale prices~O 
paid by the non-agricultural sector to agriculture for the 
purchase of products for final use. (The methodology of con
struction of this composite index number is detailed in a 
subseouent section. This resulted in the value at constant 
(1960-61) prices of the marketed surplus of agricultural 
products for final use by the non-agricultural sector during 
1951-52 to 1965-66. 

( ii) to Non-Ari-

A. VALUE AT CURRENT PRICES 

The products that are bought by the non-agricultural 
seotor :r from the agricultural sector for intermed'iate use have 
already been identified. Assuming that (a) the entire pro
duction in each case11 is sold out to the non-agricult~ral 
sector for intermediate use either in the manufacturing or 
in the processing industries and (b) that the commodi~i~s 
that are exported out of the country, ftrst come to the domes
tic non-agricultural sector for processing and are exported 
subsequently from the non-agricultural sector, the value, :at 
current prices, of production in 1960-61 of each of t~ese. 
agricultural products12 have been projected backwards and 
forwards to cover the entire ~period of 1951-52 to 1965-66. 
The estimates, which are in effect the value et current prices 
of agricultural products marketed to the domestic non-agri
cultural sector for intermediate use, are obtained. 

B. VALUE AT CONSIANT (1960-61) PRICES 

The correspondin~ estimates at 1960-61 prices have 
teen derived by projecting the current value for 1960-61 
backwards and forwards with either the indices of production 
of· the respective crop or indicators of produc~ion (for e~g. , .,. 
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cattle population for cattle hides) as the case may be. 

IV 

ESTIMATES OF INTERSECTORAL PURCHASES OF INDIVIDUAL 
COMMODITIES FOR INTERMEDIATE AND FINAL USES, 1951-

52 AND 1960-61 

l35 

In order to be able to measure the direction and 
order of change in the intersectoral demand for products, 
the intersectoral purchases of individual products for inter
mediate and final uses, have been estimated . for two years 
1951-52 and 1960-61 at constant (-1960-6l) prices. Inciden
tally, it may be noted that the estimates for 1960-61 will 
~e used as 11 weights" in the construction of the composite 
indices of the agricultural and the non-agricultural prices. 

(1) Pu abases 
Individual 

A. FOR INTERMEDIATE USE 

These have been estimated in the previous section, 
and in fact for each of the years 1951-52 to 1965-66. 

B. FOR FINAL USE 

While in the previous section we had estim.ated the 
value, at current prices, of total purchases of agricultural 
products by non-agriculture for final consumption, we have no~ 
to break these estimates under individual commodity heads" 
For each of the two years 1951-52 and 1960-61, with our pre
vious assumption about the tastes of the sub-sectors of the 
non-agricultural sector and with the help of the population 
estimates in the sub-sectors Jf the non-agricultural sector, 
the NSS estimates13 of per capita expenditure on the individu 'l.J 
agricultural products by the rural and urban sectors, have 
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been blown up to yield the estimates of non-agricultural 
expenditure on these individual agricultural products. The 
ratio of this estimated expenditure by the non- agricultural 
sector on the individual agricultural products, to that 
sector's total expenditure (based again on NSS data alone) on 
all these products put together, was applied to the corrected 
and final estimates of expenditure of non-agriculture on 
~griculturaL consumption products. This has been done for 
two years 1951-52 and 1960-61. Thes.e estimates ha\-:e been 
then nett~d of the imports of the respective commodities. 14 

( 11) A riculture from Non-a riculture ~ 
Commodities Values at 1960-61 Prices 

A. FOR INTERMEDIATE USE 

The value at current prices of the purchases of indi
vidual commodities by agriculture from non-agriculture f or 
intermediate use in 1951-52 and 1960-61 have been t aken from 
the publications of the cso15, and have further been netted 
of the 1mports16 in the r e spective years. 

B. FOR FINAL USE 

For each of the two years 1951-52 and 1960-61 ~ the 
percentage of agriculture's expenditure on eaoh of the inrl i"lli
dual products purchased from non~agriculture for final consum, 
ption, to the economy's total consumer expenditure was esti
mated with the help of the NSS data and the sectoral e stimat J. 
of population. These percentages were then appli ed t o t ~2 
estimates of private consumer expenditure in the r espectipu 
years, and the value (gross of imports)17 on agriculture ' ~ 
purchases from non-agriculture for final use derived f or ec...c -. 

of the two years 1951-52 and 1960-61. 

Assuming that the imports of the respective products 
were consumed by the two sectors in the same ratio as thei1· 
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total value (gross of imports), the value of agriculture's 
phrchases from domestic production of non-agricultural product t 
for final use was estimated for 1951-52 and 1960-61. 

V 

COMPOSITE PRICE INDICES AND TERMS OF TRADE 

The wholesale price indices for the period 1951-52 to 
1965-66 of each of the commodities bartered between agriculture 
and non-agriculture have been noted from the Eeonomic Adviser's 
series of Index Numbers of 'Wholesale Prices18 and expres~ed 
with -1960-61 as the base year. ThOJ, using the actual value of 
the purchases of individual commodities by ea.ch sector from 
the other sector in 1960-61 as "weights", the following com
posite price 1ndices19 have been formed. 

A. Prices Received by Agriculture, i.e. Prices of Agricultura1 

Products P~rchased by Non~agriculture for (i) Intermediate~~~ 
(ii) Final Us~H .. and ,111} All Uses. 

B. Prices Paid by Agriculture, i.e., Price~ of Non-Agricultural • 
froduct3 PUrohased by Agriculture for (1) Intermediate Use; 
(11} Final U§e; and (iii) All Uses. 

Using these indices, the net barter terms· of trade of 
products for (a) intermediate use, (b) final use and (c) all 
uses have been estimated(~ Table 11). Further, in order 
to get a aorreot idea of the purchasing power of the agricul
tural sector, the indices of the net barter terms of trade 
have been corrected with the value (at constant prices) of the 
actual "exports" of the agriaultural sector to the domestic. 
non.agricultural sector fer all uses. The income terms of 
trade thus derived are given in Table 11. 
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TABLE 11*: INDICES OF NET BARTER AND INCOME TERMS OF TRADE 
( 1960-61 = 100) 

---------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------
Net Barter Terms of Trade --------------------------------~ Year Of Inputs Of Output Of All 

Products 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 

Income 
Terms of 
Trade 

( 5) 

-----------------------------~------------------------~--~ 
1951-52 121.41 96.61 100.72 67.07 
1952-53 87.46 105.0l 99.13 72.41 
1953-54 97.87 106.88 103.74 88.40 
1963-64 90.38 101.33 97.39 106.03 
1964-65 99.96 113.56 108.66 124.27 
1965-66 105.58 117.95 114.47 116.26 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: Figures for 1954-55. to 1962-63 are not 

reproduced here. 

VI 

On the basis of the time-serie s estimates of. marketed 
surplus of agricultural produce, intersectoral · purchases of 
products and terms of trade, we may study the perfoPmanoe n f 

Indian agriculture du·ring the three Plans. For this pu~pose, 
the time rates of growth of some of the relevant vari ables have 
been calculated by fitting an exponential function of the form 

t y =ab, where t indicates time and y, the index of the parti-

cular variable(~ Table 12). 

----·------~ 
t . 

* Tables l to 10 are not reproduced here. 
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TABLE 12 : TIME RATES OF GROWTH ,.. 
_ 1 .. . 

========---------=....-=====-=============================--:...-===:.==:=:.: 

S._No. Particulars: Indices 
Per Cent 
Rate of 
Growth 

Prices Received by Agriculture 
(1) Prices of agricultural products purchased by non- 2o92 

agriculture for intermediate consumption (aPni)* 

(2) Prices of agricultural products purchas ed by non- 3a23 
agriculture for final consumption (aPnf)* 

(3) Prices for agricultural products purchased by non- 3, :·_4 
agriculture for all uses (aPn)* 

Prices Paid by Agriculture 

(4) Prices of non-agricultural products purchased by 
agriculture for intermediate consumption (nPni)* 

(5) Prices of non-agricultural products purchased by 
agriculture for final consumption (nPaf)* 

(6) Prices of non-agricultural products purchased by 
agriculture for all us es (nPa)* 

(7) Net barter terms of trade: intermediate products 

(8) Net barter terms of trade: final products 

(9) N~t -barter terms of trade: all products 

0 . 0'2 ~J 

0 ,. r . o .... 

O. bl 

(10) Income terms of trade of all products 3 , 4 C 

(11) Marketed surplus of agriculture (at 1960-61 prices) 2, CO 

(12) Agricultural production$ 2 , 7 4 

----=--------------------------------------------------------

* For the ~ake of . aimplicity in reporting, we shall r efer t o 
these prices by the short forms given against them in 
bracket!!. 

$ Government of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculture; Index 
Numbers of Agricultural Products (Agricultural year endGd 
June 1950 = 1no). 
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(1) Behaviour of Prices : Agrictlbtural and Non-agricultural. 

A. TRENDS 

It may be noted from Table ·· 12 that all pric0s, :re
ceived and paid by agriculture, irrespective of the nature of 
use, show an upward tr~nd during the period of our study, though 
at differential rates. 

The annual rate of increase of aPnf (3.23 per cent) 
~s faster than that of nPaf (2.57 per c~nt); whf~e in the case 
of the products for intermediate use, we observe the reverse 
case of nPai rising faster ( i. c., at 3._01 per ceht per annum) 
than aPni (2.92 per cent). In spite of· this latter phenomenon , 
the index of aPn has regi s tered a faster annual rate ?f · -g_~owti1 
(3.14 per cent) than nPa (2.62 per cent). Thus during th~ s 
period of inflationary trends, the prices of agricultural pro
ducts purchased by non-agriculture have, on the whole, moved 
faster than the _prices of non-agricultural products purchased 
by agriculture. 

The above re sults are naturally reflected in t rie mo~re .. 
ments of the net barter terms of trade between the two sec toi·,_, . 
Whereas the net barter terms of trade in products f or inter
mediate use have been deteriorating20 against agriculture, 
those with respect to products (a) for final use ahd (b) for 
all uses, have been improving and showing a rising trend. 1t 
is, however, noteworthy that the rates of deterioration in the 
first case and .of improvement in the latter cases are margina~ . . 

The net barter terms of trade, being just an :i.ndex of 
export-import prices, may not con.vey much meaning in the con
text of intersectoral compari~ons. On the other hand, if these 
commodity terms of trade. are corrected for change in the 
volume _of "exports" by the agricultural seater to the non
agricultural -sector, the income terms "or trijide thus der ived, 

. .. . 

) 

_/ 
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would indicate the movements in the purcbasing power of the 
agricultural sector in terms of non-agricultural products. It 
is obvious that a deterioration 'in' the commodity terms of 
trade need not always reduce agriculture's purchasing power, if 
only the marketed surplus of agriculture increases more than 
the unfavourable movements ~n the net barter terms 9f trade. 
From Table 12 it may be observed that the income terms -of 
trade between agriculture and non-agriculture have been 
imp~oving in favour of agriculture at a fairly high annual 
~a~e of 3.40 per cent. 

It ·would be interesting to examine the trends in 
intersectoral prices from a different viewpoint. ·The trends 
of the prices received by agriculture from non-agriculture (aPn) 
and of the prices paid by ag~iculture for non-agricultural pro
ducts for intermediate use (nPai) are not widely di f f er ent 
from each other. While the annual rate is 3 .14 per cent i.r.. 

the ,first case, it is only 0.13 less _in the l att ~r case . 
Hence one could maintain that during 1951-52 to 1965-<:6 ~ thc..:.r- -
agricultural prices have been rising bo_th absolutely and ir: 

relation to the non-agricultural prices, the r at e of i ~creas 2 
thereof -seems to be ·just balancing that in the cost of the 

" , 
basket of the non-agricultural inputs in the agricultural 
sector.· And yet, it is encouraging to find that the value 
at 1960-61 prices, of non-agricultural inputs in agricul t 1-~re 
has risen ~rom & 302.48 crores in 1951-52 to & 420.47 crores 
in 1960-61 (i.e., by as much as 39 per cent). This increase 
in the non-agricultural inputs in agriculture has been in sp l t. c 

of the fact that the productivity of these inputs increased 
only slightly from~ 19.7 (at 1960-61 prices) in 1951-52 to 
& 20. 621 fn 1960-61. This shows the extent t o which the 3plri '~ 
of modernisation of agricultural produc~ion has permeated the 
agricultural sector. -This ~become;:; more evident when we ob~e::-v 
that inputs suah a$ electricity, diesel .oil, pesti9ide s and 
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insecticides which were non-existent in 1951-52 have been 
adopted by 1960-61; while there has been a twentyfold increase 
in the quantum of fertilisers used. 

As against this comparison of the non-agricultural 
input-agricultural output p~ices, we find that while the prices 
of non-agricultural products, in general, have been rising 
during thi s period, the rate of increase has not been even 
commensurate with that in the cost - of the basket of the agri
cultural products purchased by the non-agricultural sector for 
intermediate use. The annual rates of increase are 2.62 per 
cent and .2.92 per cent, respectively. In effect, the agricul
tural sector seems t o be enjoying an improving position, in 
this context of comp arison of the intersectoral input-output 
prices. 

B. FLUCTUATIONS 

Having thus examined the trends in agricultur al a!1cl 

ndn-agricultural prices, we may pause to observe the natu re 
and rel ationship of fluctuations in these prices. One c 0 1.11<1 

detect two phases, i.e., (1) 1951-52 to 1955-56, a period of 
f alling price s and(ii) 1955-56 to 1965-66, a phase of ~isin6 
prices. In fact, this latter period has been one of cont :!.-, 
nuously rising prices in the case of almost all products. 
There has been, however, a slump in the prices of the a ~r1c,i1, 
tural products purchased by non-agriculture for interL1edic1t e -_,.; ' 
during two years, i.e., 1961-62 and 1962-63 ; while in 1961-62 
the prices of non-agricultural products bought by agricultur 8 
for final use declined. 

In order to find out the extent to which the fluctua
tions in agricultural and non-agricultural prices are Pelated, 
a simple carrel ation between ( a) aPni and nPai (b) aPnf and a.f' q ;' 

and (c) aPn and nPa were calculated after eliminating the trenl 
in each case. The results are given below. 

) 
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CORRELATION OF FLUCrUATIONS IN PRICES RECEIVED BY AGRICULTURE 
AND PRICES PAID BY AGRICULTURE 

=======~====- -~====------· =-----5 ----- ---------------------------------------
8.No. Particulars Leve.J.. of Signi

ficance (Per cent) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
( 1) Products for intermediate use 

( aPni and nP ai) 0.725 1 

' ' 
I 

( 2) Products for final use ( aPnf 
and nPaf) 0.510 10 

( 3) Products for all uses (aPn 
and nPa) 0.925 l 

========~================================================-===-
There is a positive and significant correlation 1etween 

the prices paid by agriculture and those received ~Y agricul
ture in the case of products for Ca) intermediate (b) - final 
and ( c ), all uses; though for- (1), the magnitude of the co
efficient is not high. Thus the fluctuations in these two 
sets of prices are related. 

--
(11) Terms of Trade, Agricultural Production and 

Marketed Surplus •. 

We find vide table 12 that the annual rate of increase 
in the value of marketed surplus at constant prices has been 

I 

fast both absolutely and relatively to (a) terms of trade and 
(b) agricultural production, though both marketed surplus and 
agricultural production have expanded at a less fast rate than 
the index of prices received by the agriculturists. Thus 
while the net barter terms of trade have improved at a rate of 
only 0.51 per cent per annum, marketed surplus at constant 
prices has increased at a much higher annual rate of -2.90 
per cent. Fu!ther the rate of growth of marketed surplus is 
higher than that of agricultural production (2.74 per cent) thus 
showing that during this period of fifteen years, the propor
tion of agricultural production marketed to non-agriculture ha~ 
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been increasing. While in 1951-52, the agricultural sector 
was marketing 39 per cent of i~s output, in 1965-66, this per-
centage rose to 44. 
and marketed surplus 
respect to the index 

All the same, agricultural production 
have shown a secular inelasticity with 
of agricultural prices. 

In order to e~ami~e the relationship of marketed sur
plus to terms of trade end agricultural output, a multiple 
regression equation of the form M =a+ bP +co+ dt was 
fitted to the time-series data (where M indicates the index 
of marketed surplus, P the net barter terms of trade, O the 
index of agricultural output and t time). The equation 
worked out to be 

@ * ** 
M = 60.9887 .3568 P + .6802 0 + 1.1658 t 

(.2767) (.2178) (.6219) 

figures in brackets indicate standard errors 

@ - not significant at 10 per ~ent 

* significant at 1 per cent 

** - significant at 10 per cent 
R == .9141 

A· log-linear relation was also worked out between 
marketed surplus on the one hand and terms of trade, agricul
tural output and time on the other. The estimated equation 
was·· 

log M 
@ 

= 1.5451 - 0.2621 log P 
(.2304) 

* ** 
+ .4428 log O + .1133 log t 

(.1852) (.0300) 

figures in brackets indicate standard errors. 

;, 

/ 

) 
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@ - not significant at 10 per cent 

* significant at 5 per cent 

** signific:ant at 1 per cent 
R2 = ,9482 

It may be observed that the net regression coefficient 
of terms of trade with respect to marketed surplus is not 
statistically significant both in the linear and in the non
linear forms of relationship, On the other hand, marketed 
surplus is ~ositively and significantly related to agricul
tural outnut, though the elasticity of marketed surplus . 
with respect to total output is l ess than unity. 

(iii) Pattern of Intersectoral Product Flows 
So far we examined the extent of (a) the participaticn 

. of agriculture in the benefits of economic development ( i . e ., 
in the form of improving terms of trade vis-a-vis non-agri.
culture) and ('t) the contribution of agr:Lc1.+lture to the deve
lopment efforts (i.e., in terms of the quantum of the surplus 
marketel to the non-agricultural sector). _The r esults observ~~ 
therein could be further supplemented by an analysis of t ~e 
pattern of intersectoral purchases of individual products for 
intermediate and final uses. 

At both points of time, i.e. 1951-52 and 1960-61, the 
value (at constant prices) of the purchases by agriculture 
from non-agriculture $Xceed bhat of the sales by agriculture 
to the other sector, though the excess itself had reduced 
sufficiently by 1960-61. Thus, while in 1951-52 the agri
cultural sector was purchasin~ from non-agriculture 27,2 
per cent more than it was selling to non-agriculture, 
by 1960-61 this relative difference had dwindled to 1.9 per 
cent. This is reflected in the fact that the percentage 
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increase ·in the value of sales by agriculture to non-agriculture 
(50.2 per cent) is more than double that in the purchases 
made by agriculture from non-agriculture (20.4 per cent). 

In the case of agriculture «a well as non•agriculture and 
at both points of time, a higher pe~centage of expenditure 

of each sector is spent on the other sector's products for 
final use vis-a-vis those for intermediate use. Thus in 
1951-52 of her total expenditure on all non-agricultural 
products, agriculture spent 89.84 per cent on those for final 
us e. Though this percentage decreased to 88~27 in 1960-61, 

it was still relatively higher in comparison to the percentage 
of expenditure on non-agricultural products for intermediate 
use . As against this, ·in 1951~52 and in 1960-61, the expendi
ture by non-agriculture on agricultural products for final u se 
constitrlted respectively 58.70 per cent and 62.48 per cent of 
h~r total expenditure on all agricultural products; and was thu8 
higher in relation to that on the agricultural products for 
intermediate use. It is noteworthy that while in the case 
of agri~ulture, the percentage of her expenditure on non-agr i 
cultural products for final use vis-a-vis those for intermedi a~c 
~se has dedlined, though marginally, the percentage of non~
agriculture's exp enditure on agricultural products for final 
use has increased quite substantially, relatively to those for 
intermediate use. This is due to the fact that the purchas es 
by agriculture of non-agricultural inputs have ~isen by 39 per 
cent as against an inerease of only 18.3 per cent in those o~ 
non-agricultura~ products for final use; whereas in the case 
of the non~agricultural sector, just the reverse has taken 
place, 1.e, 1 this se~tor's purchases from agriculture for final 
consumption have increased by 60 per cent in comparison to an 
increase of 36 per cent in those for intermediate use. 

\ 
/ 

) 
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As we had observed earlier, in agriculture there 
has occurred an intensification of the use ot fertilisers 
as also the introduction of new non-agricultural inputs 
such as pesticides, insecticides, diesel oil and electricity. 
On the consumption side, there has been a hundred per ·cent

1 

increase in sugar, while the purchases of edible oil and 
clothing have respectively expanded by 53 per cent and 
46 per cent. However, there has been only a marginal rise 
in the consumption of non-food items. 

VII 

The results of this study may be summed up as 
follows: 

(1) During the period of the three five-year Plans, all 
prices received and paid by agriculture, irrespective of the 
nature of the product use show an upward trend, though at 
differential rates. In general, prices received by agri
culture have risen at a faster annual rate than those 
paid by agriculture, and yet the consequent secular improve
ment (in favou~ of agriculture) in the net barter terms 
of trade is marginal. The income terms of trade have 
registered a significant rate of increase thus indicating 
the improved purchasing power of the agricultural sector 
for non-agricultural commoditi~s. While the rate of rise 
in the prices received by agriculture has compensated that in 
the prices that agriculture has had to pay for non-agri
cultural inputs, the cost of agricultural inputs for the 
non-agricultural sector has increased at a faster rate than 
the prices paid by agriculture for all non-agricultural 
prqquots. 
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(2) The contribution of agriculture to the growth of 
the economy is encouraging. On the demand side, the decade 
1951-52 to 1960-61 has witnessed a rise in the total pur
chases by agriculture from non-agriculture. During this 
period, more than half of the increase in the use of non
agricultural inputs in agriculture was due tq the larger 
purchases of fertilisers and the introduction of new inputs, 
such as pesticides, insecticides, diesel oil and electricity. 
It is noteworthy that this refers to a period prior to the 
inception of the new agricultural strategy. However, the 
insignificant increase in the consumption by agriculture 
of non-food items including education, conveyance, durable 
and semi-durable goods indicates a certain lack of momentum 

\ 

i~ the diversification of consumer demand in this sector, 
But this phenomenon is modified by the enhanced expenditure 
on other non-agricultural products, 

(3) On the supply side, agricultural production,total 
and marketed has registered a secular growth, slower than 
the price~ r~ceived by agriculture but faster than the 
improvement in the net barter terms of trade, The degr ee 
of monetisation in the agricultural ~ector has irrcreas ed 
during these fifteen years. Abstracting from trends, it is 
noted that the elasticity .of marketed surplus with r e ~pect 
to agricultural output, though less than unity, is posi tive 
and significant. 

) 
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NOTES 

l The estimates would be underestimates of the 
total marketed surplus of agriculture to the 
extent that they exclude the value of agricul
tural exports to other countries. Howevn, in 
the context of agricultural products for final 
use, exports from India ar~ not substantial. 

2 

3 

4 

Government of India, Central Statistical Organi
sation (CSO), Estimates of National Income. 

Government of India, Cabinet Secretariat, Reports 
of the National Sample Surveys of Consumer 
Expenditure (NSS). It is true that the National 
Sample Survey has been providing continuous 
reports on the pattern of consumer expenditure 
in the rural and urban sectors of the economy 
by individual commodities and by per capita 
expenditure levels. However, if one blows up 
the NSS estimates, they do not seem to be consis
tent with the national income data published by 
the CSO independently. At the same time, there is 
no other source to which one could take resort, 
for the pattern of consumer expenditure. It is, 
therefore, decided here to derive the estimates 
of private consumer expenditure in the economy 
from the national income data published by the 
CSO, and apply the pattern of consumer expenditure 
calculated on the basis of the NSS data to those 
derived estimates of private consumer expenditure. 

For example, the Fourth Round refers to April-
-September, 1952. We have assumed that the results 
of ~he Fourth Round shall be true of the entire 
financiak year 1951-52. The period of the NSS 
Survey and the year to which the information has 

. . been taken to correspond in this paper, are given 
in the fqllowing table: 

· ? 4 ·, 

:· ,.r· .. 
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Round of 
Survey 

Period of 
Survey 

4th Apr 52 - Dec 52 
5th Dec 52 - Mar 53 
7th Oct 53 - Mar 54 
8th July 54 - Mar 55 

10th Dec 55 - May 56 
;I.1th & 
12th Aug 56 - Aug 57 
13th 9ep 57 - May 58 
14th July 58 - June 59 
15th July 59 - June 60 
16th July 60 - Aug 61 

Year to which 
the Information 
Has Deen Taken to 
Correspond to, in 
This Paper 

51-52 
5~-53 
53-54 
54-55 
55-56 

56-57 
57-58 
58-59 
5~-60 
60-61 

The latest round of survey for which published 
report is available refers to 1960-61. It is 
assumed that for the subseauent years viz., 1961-62 
to 1965-66, the pattern of consumer expenditure 
that prevailed .in 1960-61 was generally unchanged. 

5 The following are the categories: (1) foodgrains*; 
(2) milk and milk products; (3) edible oil; (4) 
meat, egg and fish; (5) sugar; (6) salt; (7) other 
food items; (8) clothing; (9) fuel and light;(lO) 
rept; (~l) taxes; and (12) ~iscellaneous. 

* From the fourteenth round onwards, the 
term "foodgrains" has been replaced by 
"cereals and cereal substitutes".·. 

6 There is precedence to the making of such assum
ptions about the consumer tastes in the sectors. 
See ·Desai, Pad~a: 11 A Short-Term Planning Model 
for the Indian Economy", Review of Economics and 
Statistics Vol. XLIII, May 1961. Als4 her un
published Ph.D. Thesis: "A Short-Term Planning 
Model for the Indiari Economy", Thesis submitted 
to Harvard University. 

7 Firstly, the geometric rates of growth of the entire 
population, the urban population and the rural 
population were worked out separately for each of 
the periods 1951-61 and 1961-65 with the help of 
the 1951 census data, the 1961 census data and the 
proj"ected population estimates for 1966 (Government 

) 

) 
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of India, Office of the Registrar General: (1) 
Census of India 1951 and 1961 (ii) Expert Com
mittee's Projections of Population). In the 
subsequent discussions, it will be assumed that 
population estimates as given in or derived from 
the Census reports for any year, are also true of 
that financial year, i.e., the population etftimate 
for 1951 is also true for 1951-52. 

The Census of India, 1951 (Vol.I - Part II B -
General Pnpulation - Economic Tables : Tables BI 

151 

and III) gives the economic classification of self
supporting persons by the following categories: (i) 
Primary industries not elsewhere specified (a) stock 
raising, (b) rearin~ of animals, (c) plant industry, 
(d) forestry, (e) hunting, (f) fishing, (11.) Mining 
and auarrying, (iii) Food Industries, textiles, 
leather; (iv) Processing and manufacturing of metals, 
chemicals and products thereof; (v) Processing and 
manufacturing of products not elsewhere specified; 
(vi) Construction; (vii) Commerce; (viii) Transport; 
(ix) He~lth; (x) Services. 

As against this, the entire population has been 
given unde.r the categories of ( 1) a 1sriculture proper 
(2) production other than cultivation (3) commerce, 
(4) transport, and (5) other services. 

Now, regarding the correspondence between the 
occupational classification of the self-supporting 
persons and the general classification of population, 
the Census Report 1951 states the following with 
respect to 1951. Groups, 1, 11, 111, iv, and v of 
the self-supporting persons are said to correspond 
wholly to the population category "production other 
than cultivation" while the groups vi to x correspond 
to the population categories (3) to (5). Using this, 
the ratio of self-supporting person: under i(a), (b) 
and (c) to the total number of self-supporting persons 
under cate~ories i to v has been applied to ~he ~opu
lation category "production other than oultivation" 
and an estimate of population to the "animal hus
bandry sector" made. ( The implicit assumption is 
that population is distributed among the different 
occupations in the same ratio as the self-su·pporting 
persons.) This, when added to the estimate of 
population in "agriculture proper" gives us an esti
mate of population in "Agriculture and Animal 
Husbandry11 • Similarly, - applying the ratio of self
supporting persons under each of the categories i(d) 
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(e) and (f) to the total number of self-supporting 
persons in Groups 1 to v, to the population category 
"production other than cultivation11 , an . estimate of 
population in the sub-sectors 11 forestry" and "fishery" 
is obtained. Again, the r atio of self-supporting 
persons in "construction" to the total numb~r of self
supporting p~rsons in the category vi to x was applied 
to the total population under cate~ories (3) to (5); 
and an estimate of nopulation in "construction" 
derived. Finally, applying the ratio of self-suppor
ting personsund.er occupational categories iii to v to 
the total number of self-supporti~g . persons 1 to v, 
to the population estimate under "nroduction o.ther 

j • ' .· 1than cultivation", we get an estimate o'f population 
in the industrial sector. The industrial sector con
sists of the factory establishments and the small 
enterprl ses sub-sectors. In order to get separate 
population estimates for each of these s.ub-sectors, 
use was made of the ratio between, the estimated 
work-force in these two sub-sectors (The CSO in its 
document on the Proposals for a Revised Series of the 
National Income" have estimated that in 19.51-52, 27.4 
per cent of the workforce in the industrial sector, 
was in the factory establishments sub-sector - vide 
CSO: Proposals : p.7); and the total population in 
the industrial sector was split up between these two 
sub-sectors. The population estimates of forestry, 
fishery, conntruction and small enterprises have boen 
grouped together and called the population in the 
"less organised" sub-sectors of the non-agricultural 
sector; while the rest of the non-agricultural 
sector ,is the 'organised' sub-sector • .All the above 
estimates relate to 1951, which we assume to be true 
for 1951-52. 

We have been applied the rural rate of growt~ of 
population (a) to the agricultural population in 1951-
52 and(~) to the estimated population 1n the less 
organised sub-sectors of the non-agricµltural sector 
in 1951-52 and thus derived the time-series of esti
mates of population in each of (a) and (b) for the 
pe!·iod 1951;..52 to 1965-66.. For the same period, esti
mates of total population in the economy have also 
been calculated with the help of the rate .of growth 
of total population. From these estimates of total 
population for each year, the respective estimates 
of population under agriculture proper and the 
less organised sub-sectors of the non-agr~cultural 

,/ 
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sector have been deducted to yield the estimate 
of population for that year in the non-agricul
tural, non-rural sector of the Indian economy. 

8 Government of India: Office of the Economic 
Adviser, Basic Statistical Material Relatin~ to 
Foreign Trade, Production and Prices. 

9 To the extent that there are fair price shops in 
the rural areas as well and that the farmers might 
purchase imported grain from these shops, our 
estimates of marketed surplus of agricultural 
products in general are underestimates. 

10 The most suitable deflater would, of course, be an 
index of retail prices. Since there is no systematic 
collection of data on retail prices, we have used the 
wholesale prices. To that extent, the estimates at 
constant prices are overestimates. 

11 In the case of oilseeds and sugarcane, however , , . _ :!· 
retentions have been allowed at the rate of 10 per 
cent and 12 per cent of the respective gross pro
duce. It is noted that retentions are 12 per cent 
for grc'1ndnut, 10 per cent for rape and mustard and 
12 per cent for linseed. It is 44 per cent for 
sesamum, but that includes retentions for oil ex
traction in the village. In this paper the reten
tions have been allowed at an average rate of 
10 per cent for all oilseeds. In the case of sugar
cane, seed retentions have been noted to be 12 per 
cent of gross produce. (See Government of India 
Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistic s , 
Calcutta: "India, Handbook of Commercial Information", 
Vol. 3). 

12 Government of India, cso, Brochure on Revised Series~ 
of National Product, pp. 11-15. 
The projections have be en done with the help of (a) 
the index of agricultural production (Government 
of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculture: Index 
Numbers of Agricultural Production~ agricultural 
year ended June 1950 = 100) and (bJ the index of 
wholesale price s of the respective products. 
(Government of India: Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry. Office of the Economic Adviser!' Index 
Numbers of Wholesale Prices: revis ed series, weekly, 
1952 = 100. In this paper, however the index has 
been expressed with 1960-61 = 100: the se would be 
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referred to as the Economic Adviser's Index 
Number of Prices.) With respect to livestock 
products, viz., hides and skins, they have been 
considered under the sep·arate heads of cattle 
hides, buffalo hides, goat-skins and sheep skins. 

The number of livestock by the categories (a) 
cattle, buffaloes, sheep and goats have been noted 
for the years 1951, 1956 and 1961 (~ Government 
of India: cso, Statistical Abstract of the Indian 
Union 1965, Table 22, p.72) and the rates of growth 
worked out for each category and for each of the 
periods 1951-56 and 1956-61. It was assumed that 
the derived growth rate for the period 1956-61 was 
true of the subsequent years 1961-66 too. With that 
assumption, the number of livestock by these cate
gories was interpolated and extrapolated to cover 
the period o-f our study, viz. 1951-52 to 1965-66. 
Then, the value of production of these products in 
1960-61 has been projected backwards and forwards with 
the help of ( a) the ac·tual number of livestock under 
the respective heads (i.e. number of goats for 
goat-skins) and (b) the 1naex of wholesale prices 
of that product. (The Economic Adviser's index 
number of wholesale prices of hides has been used 
for cattle hides and buffalo hides; while the 
Economic Adviser's wholesale price series of skins 
has beeri used for goat-skins and sheep skins.) For 
wool, the indicators for projection have been (a) 
the estimated number of sheep in the different 
years and (b) the index number of wholesale prices 
of wool. 

13 Government of India: National Sample Survey; Tables 
with Notes on Consumer Expenditure. Fourth and 
Sizteenth Rounds. 

14 ~ note 8 and the assumption thereof. 

15 The value of these non-agricultural inputs for 
1960-61 have been taken from the CS0 1 s Brochure on 
Revised Series (vide Table 5, p.17). This Brochure, 
however, does notgive the estimates under the 
individual heads of "oilcakes and drugs, medicine 
and salt for work animals" but puts them all to
gether with roughages, cereals and pulses ·fed to 
the animals. The author is grateful to the CSO for 
furnishing the details under these individual heads. 
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For 1951-52, the value of these input~ has .been 
computed by the author, by projecting their res
pective values in 1955-56 with suitable indicators 
and indices. The 1955-56 values themselves are 
available in the CSO I s publication ''Proposals for a 
Revised Series of National Income Estimation 1955-56 
to 1959-6011 • For the detailed method of estimation 
for 1951-52, Thamarajakshi, R: op.cit, 

16 Government of ·India: Office of the Economic Adviser, 
Basic Stati~tical material, etc. op.cit. 

17 It is observed that edible oil and some non-food 
items are importet. 

18 A more appropriate method would be to consider the 
farm harvest prices (i.e., prices reeeived by the 
farmers) and the retail prices of non-agricultural 
products ( i. e·., prices paid by the farmers). As 
time-series data of retail prices of individual 
products are not available, we shall consider only 
the wholesale pri~es in both cases, the implicit 
assumption being that the movements in farm harvest 
prices and retail prices of non-agricultural pro
ducts are close with those in the wholesale prices 
of the agricultural and the non-agricultural products 
respectively. 

19 It should be noted here that these composite indices 
of the prices of purchases of a sector ·from the other 
sector of inputs and therefore of inputs and final 
outputs do not include the prices of factors of 
production exchanged between the sectors. 

20 Distinction may be made between the "favourable"'lass 
or unfavourableness of terms of trade" and "im
provement or deterioration of terms of trade". 
When the 'export' prices of a sector are higher than 
its 'import' prices, then the terms of trade are 
said to be favourable to that sector. Conversely, 
if the export prices are lower than the import 
prices, the exporting sector may be said, to be 
faced with unfavourable terms of trade. On the 
other hand, the improvement-or deterioration in the 
terms of trade is a concept referring to the ''chan~e" 
in the terms of trade which themselves may be 
favourable or unfavourable at any point of time. 
Thus even in the case of the terms of trade of a 
sector which are favourable to it, to start with, 
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the export prices may fall faster than the import 
prices, so that aft er this change in the prices of 
exports and imports, the terms of trade would have 
worsened or deteriorated, though they may continue 
to be favourable to that sector. Again, an un
favourable terms of trade may improve because the 
export prices rise faster than the import prices, 
and yet be unfavourable after this "improvement". 
Thus it should be noted that an improving terms 
of trade need not necessarily be favourable too; 
ncT need a w:,rsening terms of trade be unfavourable. 

To the extent, the favourableness or the unfavourable
ness of terms of trade depends on the le-vel of prices 
at any point of time, and as our study is in terms 
of indices of prices, we shall not indulge in con
clusions regarding the favourableness or otherwise 
of intersectoral terms of trade. Rather, it will 
concern itself with changes in terms of trade. 

21 The value of agricultural production in 1960-61 
according to the CSO's Brochure on Revised Series 
(op.cit.) is Rs 8699.22 crores. · With the help of the 
index of agricultural production (vide note 12) the 
valuo of agricultural pro1uction (at 1960-61 prices) 
in 1951-52 has been estimated to be Rs 5965.10 crores. 
On the basis of these data, the productivity of the 
non-agricultural inputs in agriculture has been 
estimated. 
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